High resolution spectroscopy is providing detailed information on intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) in a number of molecular systems.' When the density of states is low and specific resonances between states change slowly with rotational excitation, the interaction matrix elements can be determined via traditional deperturbation analysis. It is the same type of interaction that is responsible for effectively irreversible IVR when the density of states becomes large. In the sparse limit, one can hope to determine the specific quantum states that are involved and thus the pathway for relaxation. For small molecules where the IVR is dominated by strong Fermi resonances, such as CXsH * and NHs3 for example, such spectral analyses have provided a detailed picture of the complex coupled dynamics that make up IVR.
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In addition to possible Fermi resonances, which typically have matrix elements on the order of 10-100 cm -', higher order anharmonic and rotational perturbations are almost always observed in rotationally resolved spectra. These will have matrix elements from 10 cm -' down to the smallest value that can be experimentally detected in a spectrum, which is some fraction of a linewidth. For cases such as the series RCCH that are being studied in our laboratory, that lack low order resonances, these higher order resonances dominate the IVR.4 Yet at present, we have only a vague idea of what are the important features of a molecule's structure and potential which control such slow IVR, that occurs on time scales of 1 ps-10 ns. Direct interactions between such states involve very higher order anharmonic terms of the potential, which are not known either from spectroscopy or from ab initio calculations at present. The situation appears almost hopeless for a predictive theory instead of the phenomenological treatments that exist at present.
High order interactions can come directly from high order terms in the potential, but also indirectly from low order interactions operating through a chain of intermediate states. Since the cubic and quartic force fields are available experimentally for some small molecules, and can now be calculated ab initio as well, one would hope that one could at least estimate these contributions. There is little direct evidence as to whether such terms dominate the total effective interaction.
One case that can be considered is the contributions for the anharmonic constants Xii of a polyatomic molecule, which contain contributions from the cubic force field in second order and the quartic force field in first order. These are diagonal contributions, but they come from the same operator whose off diagonal matrix elements produce fourth order Darling-Denmson resonances.5 It is found that for stretching modes, the cubic terms typically give a negative contribution, while the quartic term gives a positive contribution. For a Morse oscillator stretching mode, the cubic contribution is YX,,, and the quartic contribution is -I$, where X,,, is the Morse anharmonicity. Thus in this case, using the cubic force field only would over estimate the X term by a factor of 2. For the CH bending modes of C2H2, it was found by Strey and Mills6S7 that there is almost exact cancellation of the cubic and quartic contributions so that the X4, X4s, and X5, constants are only a few percent of the cubic contributions alone. We see in these cases that the cubic constants should not be viewed with even providing a lower bound to the true effective interaction. In cases of near Fermi resonance, however, the cubic contribution dominate the X's for the modes involved. (When there is a true Fermi resonance, which cannot be treated by perturbation theory, the resonance contributions are removed from the X's) Clearly, we need similar comparisons with higher order interaction matrix elements to see how well they can be estimated reliably from low order force constants alone.
In this communication I shall present calculations for the four analyzed high order interaction matrix elements (Au = 4-6 quanta) of C,HF using the Fermi resonance and l-type doubling constants that are known for this molecule. C,HF provides a unique test since Mills and his students have provided an enormous amount of detailed spectroscopic analysis on this molecule already.8-'0 Further, the molecule contains four important Fermi resonances: yi++v2 + ~3, v2++2v3, ~p-+2v4, and v3*v4 + vs. The importance of the first three has already been discussed by Holland, Newnham, and Mills, 8 and the last one will be used below. These resonances will contribute to higher order interactions as well, and thus we would expect that the cubic force constants may make a much larger contribution to them in this molecule than would be typical. The level of agreement between calculated and fitted interaction constants is excellent, indicating that in these cases, the cubic contributions do in fact dominate the total. Similar analysis of other molecules, especially C2H2, is needed to decide how important the cubic contributions are without Fermi resonances.
connected by second order Fermi interactions through the states v3 + v4+ v5 (X+) (2014.956 cm-') and v3 + 2~: (2211.614 cm -' ). The Fermi resonance between v3 and v4 + v5 was not included in Mills analysis so I will estimate the effect of this second order Fermi resonance interaction by using second order perturbation theory. The general Van Vleck perturbation theory formula for the effective matrix element between two nearly degenerate states i and i when they are coupled through a set of remote states k is Holland, Lawrance, and Mills" (HLM) have presented an analysis of four observed resonances in the infrared spectrum of C2HF. Two are anharmonic interactions of sixth and fifth order, respectively. In both cases, the interaction matrix element will be estimated by considering Fermi resonances chains including one and two intermediate states, respectively. HLM also analyzed two rovibrational resonances that mix B and A, states. Near in energy to every A, state is a I: state that differs only in the vibrational angular momentum, and is connected by a Itype resonance interaction whose strength is determined by the known I-type doubling constants for the bending modes. The magnitude of Z-type resonance of the A, with other B states can be estimated from the anharmonic mixing of the two B states produced by Fermi resonance. I used the value of q4 = 4.28X 10 -4 cm -* determined by Holland et al9 The observed value, fitted by HLM, is W, = 5.36X lo-5 cm -'. The agreement is excellent. Case IL Interaction of 2vj and 3vq+vs a++): HLM observed an anharmonic resonance between the states 2v3 (2108.668 cm- ') and 3v4+v5 (Z+) (2108.1309 cm -' ) at low J that detuned at higher J. These states are Case III. Interaction of 2v, and 3vq+v5 (A& HLM also observed an interaction between 2v3 and 3v4 + v5Ae (2103.17 cm-') near J= 35. The vibrational Z-type resonance is weak, and this A, state is assigned as 1, = I5 = f 1. We know that 3v4 + v5(X + ) (which we just considered above) and this 3v4 + v5 (A,) will be connected by a l-type resonance interaction with matrix element given by (3v4++Yg(A~)IH113v4+vg(Z+))=Iq4+~qqSlJ(J+ 1). To calculate the indirect matrix element between 2~s and the A, state we need to know the amount of 3v, + v5 (Z -I-) character in the nominally 2vs state. Because 3v, + vs (Z + ) and 2v, have detuned and thus mix less as J increases, we need to calculate the mixing by using the calculated energy separation AE between 2v3 and the Z state at J= 35 where the Coriolis resonance is observed. This is given by the separation in their band origins (0.54 cm -'> and ABJ (J+ I) Case IK The interaction between 2vz and vl + 24 HLM observed a resonance between the states 2v, (4464.32 cm-') and vl + 2~: (4471.60 cm-') and presented an interaction pathway to connect them through two third order Fermi resonance interactions. The pathways are 2vzv2ftvz + 2v3 (4345.259 cm-')++v2 + v3 + 2~: (4438.18 cm-')ttv, + 2~: and 2vz++v2 + 2v3 (4345.259 cm-l &vi + v3 (4414.422 cm-')*v, + 2~:. When two states ij couple in third order though off resonance states k and I we have an effective matrix element given by
The relevant matrix elements and energy denominators for the present case are given by The value observed by HLM is I W,l = 3.79 cm -', again in excellent agreement. This is a particularly striking result since it says that the cubic anharmonic terms in third order dominate in this case over a direct interaction by a quintet force constant. Conclusions: We see in this paper that the four high order effective interaction matrix elements that have been published for GHF by HLM can be calculated with remarkable accuracy by using observed band positions and I-type doubling constants along with cubic anharmonic constants obtained from ab initio calculations. While C2HF may not be representative of other molecules, it is with the possible exception of C2H2 itself, the only molecule for which this type of analysis can be performed at present. The results are highly suggestive that a predictive and quantitative theory of IVR may be developed in the near future.
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